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Embody brings a fresh look at post surgery lingerie with innovation and boldness.

Fitting every morphology like a second skin, supporting every woman made vulnerable by their intervention, keeping thinking of new solutions to improve their comfort and make their bodies look better; that is the challenge that Embody has taken up with passion.

Embody was born after a two-year research and development period along with extraordinary partners. Embody stands out thanks to its great technical assets that are patent protected: magnetic snaps, innovative fabrics that brings an ideal support without compressing, flat stitches and many ajustements points along with French glamour.

Its finest fabrics give our lingerie that « couture » touch; Calais Leavers lace, embroidery... magnified by little finishing touches. Each piece requires a great respect for French handmade manufacturing techniques: a great quality guarantee.

Each garment has been well studied and tried out by surgeons amongst their patients.

Our lingerie has been conceived especially for immediate postoperative care but women do keep wearing it on a daily basis long after their surgery, owing to its very « couture » style.
INNOVATION & COMFORT

OUR SECRETS COMFORT WISE

Embody outstanding know-how has been extended its whole collection of undergarments, from the simplest piece to the most luxurious one. All our garments are designed to be worn immediately after surgery. Before launching them we decided first to have them experimented on patients in order to design underwear that perfectly suit the characteristics of the human body (depth of low-cut neckline, bra cup, back measurement, height of shoulders, width of waist and hips, inguinal area, popliteal fossa,...)

OUR TECHNICAL SECRETS

Multi-dimensional elastic flexibility: our fabric brings complete support with no oppressive compression. Bringing also even support, our fabric gives a better comfort, reduces pain and the potential growth of oedemas.

Ergonomic elasticity: stable support even when your body has grown up to three time its original volume, so you feel a great comfort when postoperative oedemas appear and a great comfort when they resorb the following weeks.

Both even and biaxial support: even stretching on several axes so that the fabric is able to adapt to your body’s curves and also provides great flexibility.

Linear stretching: brings an even support.

Great lightness (160g/m²): skin breathes easily and exudates from scars resorb faster.

Ultra-resistant (no deterioration after 50,000 cycles with the Martindale rub test).

UV UPF 50+ protection (AS/NZS 4499 standard).

Fast drying

Resistance to chlorine which is especially indicated for patients having postoperative scarring treatments with chlorinated derivatives (DAKIN, Chlorexidine...).
OUR ADJUSTMENTS

Each garment possesses various adjustments points (braces, sliding magnets, side ties) in order to fit every morphology and adapt to the swelling during postoperative time.

SUPPORT BAND

The support band is made of a very smooth fabric, it supports the upper-chest area and keeps the implant right in place.

OUR MAGNETIC SNAPS

Embody’s patented snaps make opening and closing easier, simpler and more ergonomic. This is a major technical advancement compared to traditional zips and hooks.

OUR FABRICS

Our stretch, warp & weft fabrics or spandex are technical, innovative, light and breathable. They have been studied especially for immediate post surgery reconstruction.

CHEST STRAP

Those wide support straps lie right on cicatrices. This pressure therapy will prevent hypertrophic scar from appearing and will improve surgery’s results. The flat stitches give an ideal comfort for traumatised skins.
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Pur

Black ensemble enhanced by creamy lines. High quality and ultra-light fabric that feels like a second skin and gives an extraordinary comfort. High-waisted knickers that will give your body a curvy and contemporary silhouette.

For immediate postoperative care. Breast lift, reconstruction, augmentation or reduction.
Chic Sport

Thanks to its spandex and enveloping shape, our Sport Chic bra brings both support and reassuring envelopment. Its back and neckline are magnified by embroidery associated with red lines, which give to this ensemble an athletic and « chic » touch. The high-waisted panties embedded with lace will effect a curvy and contemporary silhouette owing to its fortified fabric.

For immediate postoperative care. Breast lift, reconstruction, augmentation or reduction.
Glam

Glam bra is refined and modern. It strikes by its sumptuous stretch Calais lace racer back that casts a very graphic pattern. Its curved neckline is edged by a lightly transparent black frill. Low-rise woven panties enhanced by a little triangle-shaped piece of lace on its back.

For immediate postoperative care. Breast lift, reconstruction, augmentation or reduction.
Chic

The set of materials gives Chic ensemble an ultra-modern touch with opacity and luxurious openwork embroidery that magnifies bra’s back and neckline. The high-waisted knickers are made of a soft and opaque woven fabric on its back and sides and a see-through embroidery part on the front: a very chic ensemble!

For immediate postoperative care. Breast lift, reconstruction, augmentation or reduction.
Luxe

Definitely our favorite! Luxe bra embodies the perfect mix between comfort, support and elegance by associating Calais stretch embroidery, spandex and a high-tech warp and weft fabric. The shorties associate starry patterns on black embroidery and a « second skin » fabric for a very glamorous effect!

For immediate postoperative care. Breast lift, reconstruction, augmentation or reduction.
Control pants

The exceptional quality of the control pants fabric is striking. Its innovative elasticity offers a perfect and even support, with no heavy compression. Thanks to their magnetic snaps, those control pants are very easy to put on and take off. They also allow great suppleness and flexibility. Our high-waisted panties made of the same material are to be worn over the control pants.

For immediate postoperative care. Liposuction: belly, hips, pelvis, thighs, knees, calves.

Body

Its cut, its adjustable magnetic closure, the exceptional quality of its fabric... You will embrace the extreme comfort of our body. Its innovative elasticity brings a very effective support, so soft and ethereal that your skin will not even feel it. Owing to its under-bust cut, you will be able to associate our body with your favorite bra.

For immediate postoperative care. Belly and hips surgery and liposuction.